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•	 Programmatically this stage concluded the design process; as discussed with Prof. Diederichs. 
•	 The auditorium was replaced with a roof terrace multipurpose hall above the classrooms: transgression 

from classroom to social classroom.
•	 Libraries celebrated	on	the	prominent	corner	on	Nelson	Mandela	Drive	as	the	final	product.
•	 Circular rings	in	the	flat	roofs	above garden spaces were discovered by overlapping sketch plans. 
•	 This however, shares a similar interest as the Brazilian Modernism of Norman Eaton’s earlier work, 

one	of	the	pioneer	architects	in	Pretoria	during	the	1940’s	and	1950’s:	puncturing	floating	roofs	with	or-
ganic shapes above roof gardens. 

FIG 4.62_Stage 5 Three dimensional development
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Chapter

This chapter conveys the technical investigation done for the dissertation. The earlier conceptual phases es-
tablished a thought process which guided the functionality of various design decisions made. Precedents have 
been chosen for the technical documentation which also relate back to the design development. Analysis of 
built examples highlights the scope of the design as a whole.

Theoretical argument served as the basis from which technological decisions were made. Technological as-
pects were examined in terms of the current architectural language of the urban campus as well as theoretical 
argument to strengthen the design process of the dissertation. The current technological language of the Eaton 
Louw- and Gordon Leith buildings served as important precedent: experiential factors in terms of space, light, 
materiality, mass, aging, gravity and nature were consequently implemented to make the user aware of these 
phenomena. 
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STRUCTURAL GRID
The primary structure consists of a concrete frame and beam system which 
supports	the	floor	slabs.	The	design	of	a	basement	parking	layout	during	
concept stage 2 played a pivotal role in the design process which had to 
respond according to the site geometry. Column spacing towards Church 
Street in the East-West direction is at 9m spacing. Structural rhythm on this 
facade consists of a 4.5m interval skin which wraps around the building. 
This is further emphasized with a 9m mass grid pulling out of the facade. 
Diagonal to this is the 5.6m grid according to the parking layout, allowing 
for	more	flexibility	during	the	design	process.	The	change	in	parking	grid	
towards the northern half of the site responded towards the change in built 
fabric	above.	This	 resulted	 in	a	9x9m	grid	with	 the	flexibility	 supporting	
elements at 3m intervals. The primary columns (550x550mm) support the 
forces from the roof structure. Secondary columns (490x490mm) support 
the	brick	boxes	and	flat	roofs	above.	Circular	reinforced	concrete	columns	
(460mm dia.) support the sculptural facade and walkway which allows for 
spatial continuity.

550x550 mm Primary structural reinforced concrete columns

490x490mm Reinforced concrete columns secondary structure

460 mm dia circular columns

FIG 5.1_Structural Layout
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During the earlier design stages the southern facade 
was	 shaded	 by	 lightweight	 clip-on	 mesh	 fins	 con-
nected to the primary columns for early morning and 
late afternoon sun penetration and glare during sum-
mer months. This was further developed, contribut-
ing towards a stronger architectural language. The 
idea	of	“fin”	became	the	primary	ordering	system	for	
the functional programming of spaces when mirrored 
towards the inside. 

The material change-over towards concrete resulted 
in	 these	 fins	 to	 become	 structurally	 supportive	 el-
ements, using the forces of gravity to balance the 
structure. This resulted in the elimination of columns 
in the front facade, emphasizing the urban stage’s 
design approach of in- and external spatial transi-
sions. Discussion with engineer concluded that this 
element	as	well	as	the	floors	will	be	a	cast-in-situ.

Fins

FIG 5.2_Structural Cast in situ concrete fins
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ROOF STRUCTURE
The conceptual resolution of the roof was obtained through the existing architectural language of the Eaton 
& Louw building where the roof acts as a binding element. Concept stage one was concluded by the external 
panel	that	the	sculptural	roof	should	be	in	similar	proportion	as	a	floor	level.	Concept	stage	2	established	a	
thought process towards the functionality of the roof which introduces natural light and feeds rainwater into 
the service cores. Spatially the roof responds to the internal spatial arrangements. The formal- and informal 
transcends through the central support axis which is emphasized with the roof opening up towards both sides. 
This allows for the space to be connected with the outside from both sides and to strengthen the presence of 
garden and solid brick boxes to read as a separate element. Discussion with the engineer concluded that the 
truss would be factory prepared. Primary members will be welded together. Due to the 4.5m truss grid spac-
ing, the use of lateral cross bracing will be obtained through the steel sections which support the ceiling. The 
roof	is	also	anchored	at	the	crossing	with	the	flat	roof	on	the	northern	side	to	provide.	These	two	elements	will	
provide enough lateral support. The underside of the truss expresses the steel grid skin which wraps around 
the concrete skeleton of the building. Initially all truss members is similar in proportion. The turn on the corner 
however, will require bigger truss members to support the longer spans.

550x500 mm Concrete column and beam roof truss 
support frame

Primary Lattice Truss roof support at 4.5m spacings

75x50x15mm Lipped channel truss support welded 
onto primary lattice truss

FIG 5.3_Roof structural layout and support members
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ROOF TRUSS STRUCTURAL LAYOUT
125x75x15	mm	Mild	steel	channels	welded	into	flanges	of	primary	roof	
structure for lateral support

550x550 mm reinforced concrete footing

375x171	mm	Galvanised	mild	steel	column	bolt	fixed	with	M150	oversized	
industrial bolts into: composite welded 375x171 mm column with two verti-
cal	flanges	in	the	middle	and	450x450x20	mm	base	plate

Composite of two 150x75x15mm mild steel angles welded to IPE 160 
galvanised mild steel member

IPE 160 Galvanised mild steel beam exposed at front ends and welded to 
primary roof members with vertical member anchoring roof structure onto 
concrete beam at back

FIG 5.4_Roof truss structural layout
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ROOF SECTION
Purpose	made	galvanised	steel	gutter	flashing	supported	over	top	
hat and truss bottom cord

150x55 mm Steel top hat lipped channels at 1250mm c/c
Max span 4500/slenderness ration of 36 = 125mm

75x125x15 mm mild steel channels with timber purlins preserved and 
treated	according	to	manufacturer	and	bolt	fixed	into	channels

Primary	welded	steel	truss	bolt	fixed	onto	composite	steel	base	plate	
onto concrete footing

Air circulation ducts suspended from top hats

125x75x15mm	Mild	steel	channels	welded	onto	flanges	of	primary	
roof structure for lateral support

FIG 5.5_Roof section
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ROOF UNDERSIDE
Purpose made galvanised steel gutter supported by bottom primary 
truss cord

75x125	mm	timber	purlins	bolt	fixed	into	mild	steel	channel

75x125	mm	mild	steel	channel	with		closed	ends	bolt	fixed	to	primary	
truss bottom cord

Primary	welded	steel	truss	bolt	fixed	onto	composite	steel	base	plate	
onto concrete footing

Exposed IPE 160 beams at front ends

Fibre	cement	ceiling	fixed	to	lateral	support	channels

FIG 5.6_Roof underside
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ROOF TECHNICAL DETAIL
150x75x15 mm steel top hat lipped channels at 1250mm c/c 
Max span 4500/slenderness ration 36 = 125mm

Purpose	made	galvanised	steel	gutter	system	with	downpipe	fitted	
between	flanges	of	IPE	160	lateral	support	anchor

CORTEN	finished	Brownbuilt	steel	roof	sheeting	with	boarded	roof	
insulation supported on lip of top hat members

FIG 5.7_Roof technical detail
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Infill and circulation support systems

Brick	infill	plays	an	important	role	in	the	experiential	qualities	
of the building. This adds to spatial experience which tran-
scends from a tectonic into stereotomic elements which form 
the	entrance	into	a	transparent	open	floor	volume.	The	wall	
has been designed to read as a separate mass element and 
not	as	infill	between	the	concrete	structures.

The thick mass punctured by openings was obtained through 
the language of the Gordon Leith building. Together with the 
concrete frame of the building, this resulted in a thick-cavity. 
Functionally the thermal qualities towards the north side of 
the	building	are	satisfied	within	the	context	of	the	Pretoria	cli-
mate. The cavities within the walls provide space for acoustic 
insulation of the recording studio on Nelson Mandela Drive.

The circulation network is separated from this mass wall, 
structurally consisting out of an interconnected steel beam 
frame connected to the concrete structure of the building. 
The transition between mass and tectonic is emphasized 
with a translucent element which creates a social connection 
with circulation spaces above.

The external circulation network is wrapped with a mesh skin 
which reads as a separate mass element from the outside. 
This was obtained through the tectonic brick mass skin of 
the Eaton & Louw buildings, emphasizing experiential quali-
ties	in	terms	of	being	a	light	filter	and	controlling	solar	heat.	
Together with this, the circular rings above garden spaces, 
creates shadows which falls onto the mass wall, enhancing 
sensory experiences.

BRICK	INFILL

275x171 mm Galvanised mild steel
column and beam composite frame
welded together at joints

FIG 5.8_Brick infill and circulation support
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CIRCULATION NETWORK
The building is ordered around a linear central circulation spine. This 
became the primary element from which the spatial arrangements 
were organized. Spaces transcends from the walkway in a perpen-
dicular direction towards the interior. Programmatically the spine is 
activated with events at the ends and allow for spontaneous interac-
tion amongst the users to occur.
Vertical circulation is arranged along this route to enhance the practi-
cal legibility in terms of the buildings use.  Conceptually, the detach-
ment of this route from the building added towards the practicality of 
being	a	fire	escape	 route.	 	The	stair	 from	 the	underground	parking	
area is situated in such a way that it creates a sense of security, tran-
scending into a public intervace.

Main	circulation	route	-	QDECK	floor

Frosted glass deck

OTIS GEN 2 lift

FIG 5.9_Circulation Network
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Service cores
The stereotomic brick boxes adjacent to the walkway provided the opportunity to use as an integrated service 
core	for	the	office	areas.	This	allowed	for	ease	of	access	and	maintenance.	The	requirements	of	downpipes	
within the mass cavity walls of the brick boxes is calculated which feeds rainwater into underground storage 
tanks.	Firefighting	equipment	such	as	hose	reels	and	fire	hydrants	is	integrated	into	all	service	cores	providing	
legible and ease of access in case of emergency. 

Fresh	air	supply	runs	within	these	cores	to	feed	office	spaces,	Due	to	the	openness	of	the	building	which	cre-
ates natural air circulation, a mechanically ventilated fresh air system is implemented. Natural and fresh air 
intake unit is located at the western end of the building. Pipes feed this air into a water tank, cooling the air 
before it’s distributed into the building. This does not provide air-conditioned air, but will assist with fresh air 
requirements.

Programmatically	 the	office	service	core	 is	separated	 from	 the	wet	core	 to	optimize	natural	ventilation	and	
maximum	floor	area.	The	natural	rainwater	system	is	discussed	in	the	next	section.

Water systems

The site falls roughly 1m from Church Street towards the Eaton Louw building (north). Hard surface above 
the new proposed underground parking provided the opportunity to slope the whole surface area and collect 
storm water accordingly. This was not used as the roof dimension of the intervention was enough to harvest 
natural water for refuse rooms and air-cooling plant. Storm water from the roof surfaces is collected, stored 
and	filtered	in	a	storage	tank	directly	below	the	ablution	facilities	and	underground	parking	floor.	

Daily amounts of water can be pumped with a submersible pump, driven by solar energy, into a holding tank 
located	directly	above	the	ablution	facilities.	This	will	provide	enough	head	pressure	to	fill	all	water	closets	and	
refuse rooms. The holding tank method can be implemented for an evaporative cooling system (sprinklers) 
around public square. This however, will not be used as it is a potential health risk. 

The supply of hot water for kitchen areas and be obtained by means of solar water heaters. To avoid heat 
loss, these units are located above all kitchen areas, where roof up stands provide the additional visual bar-
rier. (Ryker, 2007: 71) All other storm water on the site is connected to the municipal outlet in order to release 
overflow,	daily	use	and	prevent	floods.

Service Core

Air Supply Ducts
Wet Core

Undergroung water storage tank

Holding tank

FIG 5.11_Wet core diagram

FIG 5.10_Air service core diagram
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This	building	is	specifically	chosen	as	it	challenges	
the monolithic, enclosed architecture of the context 
in a humane and contemporary manner. The idea 
of	urban	stage	benefits	from	the	buildings	transpar-
ency which encourages social consciousness and 
interaction. 

While similar in proportional experience; the disser-
tation draws heavily upon the circulation network of 
the law Faculty which is designed to be a city of build-
ings organized along a street. Spatially it becomes a 
series of courtyards arranged along a public walk-
way. This provides the primary ordering system to 
which spatial programming relates to. The concept 
of	 “campus	within	 a	 campus”	 (Deckler,	 2006:	 107)	
also shares similar interests with the dissertation as 
safety and security is of concern. 

The linear route has been expressed to create a 
narrative between interior and exterior spatial ex-
periences. This route is separated from the building 
which leaves interior spaces unhindered, whilst also 
serving as a social interactive space. 

The dissertation shares the same interior scale of 
the law faculty. Open-air courtyards inside the build-
ing expresses a village like scale of naturally planted 
squares surrounded by colonnades carrying shading 
elements. These courtyards also provide a sense of 
orientation, time of day, and allow air circulation.

The entrance is located at the narrowest point of the 
circulation route which provides views through the 
building. This hosts an example of mass to opening 
ratio. 

The rigid window placement in the mass outer wall 
also compliments a rich architectural tectonic rela-
tionship between the stereotomic mass. Auditorium 
and lecture rooms push out of the rigid building as 
sculptural forms which contrasts the linear envelope 
is of interest as well.

The transparency and openness of the library com-
pliments the dissertation as it creates a sense of in-
teraction, awareness, participation and encourages 
the idea of event.

LAW FACULTY UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA STUDIOKRUGERROOS ARCHITECTS_________________________________________

Precedents

FIG 5.11_External walkway and roof canopy       FIG 5.12_External walkway                                       FIG 5.13_Sculptural staircase
FIG 5.14_Internal courtyard                                  FIG 5.15_Internal courtyard and staircase                FIG 5.16_External balcony
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TOLPLAN HEAD OFFICE LYNNWOOD_PRETORIA_THOMAS GOUWS ARCHITECTS________________________________

DIAMOND HILL TOLL PLAZA_N4_GAUTENG_MATTHEWS & ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS

WEAVER’S NEST CAPE TOWN_SONJA PETRUS SPAMER ARCHITECTS______________________________________________________________________________________

These precedents were chosen to display the means 
in which architects addressed facade transition, roof, 
gutter and structural spans.

The	first	precedent,	Tolplan	Head	Office,	 is	chosen	
by means of its facade articulation. Rectangular 
columns transgress out of a brick wall into horizon-
tal	 fins	with	 steel	 sections	 supporting	a	 lightweight	
mono-pitch roof which reads as a separate plane. 
This allows for a spatial connection whereas exterior 
space	 transcend	 into	 the	 interior.	The	fins	also	act	
as an early morning, late afternoon shading element 
in the summer. Weaver’s nest builds on the spatial 
transition	of	the	Tolplan	office.	The	external	circula-
tion spine is experienced as dwelling within nature. 
This progresses into a solid mass, played down to 
human scale which opens up into a “dramatic sky 
room”	connecting	to	the	outside.

Regular geometry adds to the design, strengthen-
ing its legibility and coherence. The liveliness of the 
roof serves as the pavilion’s binding element. This 
frames spatial transitions between built fabric and 
natural landscapes.

The	structural	spans	of	the	Tolplan	Office	and	Weav-
er’s Nest, leaves internal spaces unhindered and al-
lows for the space to open up towards the outside. 

The	Diamond	Hill	Toll	Plaza’s	floating	roof	canopy	is	
achieved with a steel lattice truss construction which 
leaves the road unhindered by structural supports. 
The exposed underside adds a industrial, yet sculp-
tural quality to the canopy.

FIG 5.19_Concrete elements for solar control and spatial directionality supports a 
lightweight framing roof element.

FIG 5.18_Honesty towards properties of material mebers shown in differential 
grids.

“The wall is the devide between the inside and ouside.” Venturi

FIG 5.21_Open circulation transcends into human scale mass with binding roof 
as  opening guiding internal and spatial directionality.FIG 5.20_Sculptural roof with gutter edge line

FIG 5.17_Sculptural roof with gatture edge line
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FROSTED GLASS WALKWAY ____________________________________________

The library facade’s technical resolution of the Me-
dia Lab draws upon the structurally glazed facade 
and adjustable shuttering system of thie IDMM Link 
building.  

The facade is treated with a Pilkington four-point 
structural glazing system. Spider clamps attached to 
supporting frames with steel posts as support, allows 
for the glazed panels to articulate around a curve.  
The structure of the mechanical regulated shutter 
system	is	re-interpreted	with	a	GKD	Media	Mesh	in-
fill	as	 layering	and	shading	element	 for	 the	curved	
glazing skin of the Media Lab.

The material tectonic applied in the dissertation 
draws	heavily	upon	the	Tolplan	Office.	The	Niehaus	
Art Gallery also compliments the intended theoretical 
approach towards the aging qualities of architectural 
design. The weathered materiality is strengthened 
with	 attention	 to	 detail	 consisting	 of	 flush	 joining	
in order to read as a singular solid mass element. 
These two precedents with its combinations of tim-
ber, steel, glass, concrete and bricks provided a plat-
form from which architectural materials were used in 
the design process.

Transparent	glass	floor	is	a	popular	architectural	ele-
ment in contemporary design. This consist of lami-
nated glass or reinforced glass panels combined 
with a steel various frame supports. Frosted glass 
blurs visual images, but still transmits natural light. 
This system was implemented as it complements the 
design concept and social qualities of media produc-
tion.

IIDMM LINK BUILDING CAPE TOWN_GABRIEL FAGAN ARCHITECTS______________________________________________

NIEHAUS ART GALLERY CLAREMONT_CAPE TOWN_NORBERT ROZENDAL

FIG 5.22_Niehaus art gallery                                                                                                                                                               FIG 5.23_Niehaus art gallery roof detail                                                          FIG 5.24_Niehaus art gallery roof and sculptural facade
FIG 5.25_IIDMM facade                                                                                                                                                                       FIG 5.26_Frosted glass deck underside                                                          FIG 5.27_Frosted glass deck support detail
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The southern facade displays the various facets of 
media production from being a student to a profes-
sional journalist. The corner of Church Street and 
Nelson	Mandela	Drive	displays	 the	final	product	 to	
create a sense of arrival into the cultural district and 
inner	city.	By	embedding	this	technology	into	the	ar-
chitectural design communicates the idea of urban 
stage giving it a more dynamic quality than merely 
a static display system, delivering constant cultural 
messages.

Media Mesh is essentially a transparent stainless 
steel wire mesh with interwoven LED (light emitting 
diodes)	light	profiles	which	uses	20	times	less	energy	
than the average light bulb. This enables the screen 
to	reflect	images,	text	and	even	video.	The	grouping	
of the three primary colors creates image pixels. The 
resolution of the image is dependent upon distance 
of view and pixel density. This is determined by the 
vertical and horizontal spacing of the lamella or 
stainless	steel	tubes	encapsulating	the	LED	profiles.

Intelligent effects:
Wire mesh with integrated LED profiles.

Mediamesh®– LEDs integrated into stainless steel mesh

|4

In a unique alliance of core competences, GKD and ag4 developed the process for the integration

of customised LED modules into textile-like stainless steel wire mesh. Especially designed for

long-term implementation in architecture, variants of the systems suitable for daylight and night-

time offer unlimited scope for visual effects. The range of weavable dimensions makes it possi-

ble to medialise extremely big facades with degrees of transparency ranging from 40 to 90 per-

cent. The basis for the system is the GKD cable mesh type “Tigris”, made of stainless steel, and

its woven-in round profiles, open along the front, into which light emitting diodes – LEDs or

SMDs – are installed with a waterproof seal. The specific image resolution of the product will

depend on the particular display quality requirements of the individual project and on the cost

structure. Whether the resolution is high enough for graphics or for videos is a matter of how

close the pixels are to each other. The horizontal profiles containing the pixels are interconnected

in groups of up to 8 with insulated cables that are inserted into the edges of the mesh, where

they are hardly visible. After installation, these profile groups are connected to control units inte-

grated into the building’s structure and networked with a central server inside the building. This

is how they are supplied with power and display data.

CreativeWEAVE

form function solution

Illumesh®: Using special fixtures,
LED profiles are attached to the front

of the woven metal mesh

|3

Woven metallic architectural and design fabrics made by the world’s leading technical weaver

GKD come in a wide range of forms and play prominent roles in visionary architectural structures

all over the world. As a trailblazer for the use in architecture of what was originally a purely

industrial material, at the end of the 90s GKD was already heavily involved in the medialisation

of mesh façades. In projects like the Expomedia Light Cube in Saarbrücken, the Estadio Santiago

Bernabéu, Arctura in Östersund or the Spielbudenplatz in Hamburg’s St. Pauli district, GKD

mesh was enhanced with accentuated lighting using projection or back projection. What makes

stainless steel wire mesh so attractive for architectural applications is not only its aesthetic and

functional potential but also the fact that it can be woven in widths of up to 8 m and in prac-

tically unlimited lengths. The textile-like structure is an attractive outer shell, climate membrane

and safety balustrading all at the same time: opaque or transparent, reflective, lastingly resistant

to weathering and corrosion, robust, fireproof and easy to maintain.

At the beginning of the 90s, the architects and media specialists ag4 media facade GmbH founded

the new discipline of “mediatecture”. The idea was to take the urban context fully into consid-

eration and to create communicative media façades that are truly integrated into the architecture.

As an alternative to the conventional electronic solutions of that time, ag4 developed the principle

of the transparent media façade: transparent carrier systems with integrated rows of LEDs and a

strategic communicative programming concept. Groundbreaking implementations of the idea

are the T-Mobile façade in Bonn and the foyer of the Merck Serono company headquarters

in Geneva.

Alpenland Wohnbaugenossenschaft,
St. Pölten/Austria

Mesh type: PC-Omega 1530
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the façade. Mediamesh® is always custom configured ac-

cording to the specific application and required display

quality. The density of the LEDs and the intervals between

the profiles determine the fineness of the resolution: the

smaller the intervals, the more detailed the image displayed.

Unlike conventional systems used so far for the mediali-

sation of architecture, Mediamesh®combines daylight-

capability with a structural transparency that only woven

metal mesh can offer. The façade obscures neither the view

of the building behind it nor the view outwards from

inside the building. In contrast to conventional LED boards,

Mediamesh® requires no extra cooling in hot climates,

which means considerable savings on operating costs. A

further bonus is the proven functionality of stainless steel

wire mesh as high-quality sun protection or as a highly

effective climate membrane. But the particular fascination

of this system is the sheer size of the display area, which

transforms the stark elegance of the mesh into an emotional

experience.

Technical data:

· Mesh width up to max. 4 m, mesh length up to max. 20 m

· Mesh depth 2.5 cm

· Transparency 54 to 65 % depending on resolution

· IP-Level 65

· Ambient temperature from –20 °C to +70 °C

· LEDs: 70,000 operating hours

· LED profiles:

free choice of vertical pixel pitch from min. 3 cm intervals

horizontal pixel pitch from 4.25 cm

· Vectored LEDs: angle of radiation vertical 60 degrees,

horizontal 140 degrees

· Weight depending on resolution: 6.2 – 10 kg/m2

· 3 or 5 LEDs per pixel

· Warranty: 1-year guarantee on all components

Mediamesh®– a spectacular portal for urban communications

Mediamesh® can be woven and finished in any size or special shape, individually tuned to
the envisaged application and the image quality required. The medialized mesh can be
used around the clock for any kind of display, ranging from simple graphics to video quality.
The decisive factor for the image resolution is the ratio of horizontal (from 4 to 40 cm) to
vertical pixel intervals (from 6 to 40 cm): the denser the pixels, the finer the resolution.
Another important factor is the viewing distance of the spectator: the closer one stands to
the image, the closer the pixels must be to each other. For reasons of cost efficiency, it may
be advisable to reduce the pixel density in the mesh. For example, for graphics a minimum
viewing distance of 20 m is recommended and ideally a distance of 50 m or more. With
the appropriate resolution a display can be seen from as far as several kilometers. Here
individually tuned display software compensates for the lower resolution. Generally 
speaking there are three planning parameters which determine the specific technical 
construction of Mediamesh®: the viewing distance, the size of the media surface and the
type of video display software. 

In contrast to LED boards and temporary single pixel systems, Mediamesh® is perma-
nently weather and temperature resistant – it can even be installed beneath an ice surface.
The mesh, adapted to the individual architecture and equipped with pixels that can be
triggered individually, has no particular effects on the façade construction owing to low
surface weight and wind loads imported to the structure. Another relevant aspect – 
especially in the case of large surfaces – is the considerably cheaper installed cost of
Mediamesh®. In contrast to LED boards, conventional media formats like 16:9 and 4:3 do
not have to be complied with. This flexibility of formal alignment allows this new electronic
media to be integrated into architecture without compromising its design proportions.
Thanks to the extraordinary appearance of the stainless steel mesh carrier structure,
Mediamesh® is the only pixel-oriented media façade system which functions both as a
spectacular medial skin and, when switched off, as a decorative mantle. The lightness of
the integrated LED technology preserves the textile-like transparency of the wire mesh and
transforms it into an intelligent platform for complex visual content. The system really
shows its magic when logos or animated symbols appear in isolation on the transparent
wire mesh. Then they form a mysterious overlay which perfectly fuses the architectural
reality behind the mesh with a world of virtuality.

Cross-section of LED profile
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mesh goes media
Stainless steel wire mesh with interwoven LED profiles provides a permanent,
integrated and intelligent medialization of architecture. In an alliance of strengths, GKD
and ag4 have developed Mediamesh® as a system that combines all the product advan-
tages of wire mesh and IT-based LED technology. The basis is a woven cable mesh, for
example, GKD’s mesh type “Tigris“. Sleeves are woven into its warp cables at predefined
intervals. These form the mechanical interface for special round profiles into which the
LEDs are inserted and sealed with a waterproof resin. The profiles, open at the front, are
inserted into the sleeves in the cable mesh which is woven to the specified width and
length. 16 of these profiles are interconnected by cables. Completely prepared and finished,
the Mediamesh® is rolled up and transported to the building site ready for installation. 

After the installation, the supply of power and data to the LEDs is handled by control units
– consisting of a power source and electronic components – which can for example be
concealed in the ceiling and connected to a central server located in the building. Once all
the cables have been connected the Mediamesh® display can be operated via the Internet
– in an unusually generous color depth of 36 bit at a frame rate of 400 Hz. Power con-
sumption for a 2,000 sqm façade will average 70 to 90 kW/h; for 500 sqm 15 to 22 kW/h.
Maintenance is also uniquely simple within the patented construction of Mediamesh®:
individual LED profiles or control units can be easily replaced if necessary.

Individually addressable pixels

Minimalized technology maintains transparency
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Mediamesh®:
transparent platform

for complex content.
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Illumesh® is especially suitable for large-scale, nighttime illumination of façades. This
creative illumination is achieved through intelligent implementation at a relatively low
expenditure, with the high-performance LEDs lighting up the complete surface of the
stainless steel wire mesh structure. From a distance, the media technology in the profiles
mounted in front of the mesh blends with the structure of the mesh – what you see is the
illumination, not the technology.

The quality of the illumination depends on the relationship of the horizontal and vertical
pixel intervals. The recommended ratio is a vertical interval for the LED profiles of 50 to
400 cm and a horizontal pixel interval of more than 4 cm. Depending on the interval 
between the profiles, Illumesh® offers a wide spectrum of visual design potential, ranging
from changing color effects to complex animation and limited graphic performance. To
optically enhance a building at relatively low cost, an individually programmed lighting
concept can address each individual pixel in every color and thus create a color depth of
up to 16 million colors which are well reflected by the wire mesh. 

Compared to conventional lighting systems, the arguments for Illumesh® are its higher
image resolution and its maintenance-free operation. In addition, the robust, weather and
temperature resistant properties of the projection system guarantee excellent functionality,
making Illumesh® the perfect choice for a permanent, transparent media surface for
nighttime illumination which can be operated via the Internet.

Illumesh® façades have plenty of magic of their own. The projection of the monochrome LED
light structure on the round stainless steel wires creates a three-dimensional optical effect. A
change of the viewing angle adds extra dynamics to this effect as the light rays seem to move
with the spectator, apparently changing their direction from vertical to diagonal. 

Magical color effects on a round façade
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mesh goes media

A second type of stainless steel wire mesh, again a result of the cooperation 
between GKD and ag4, also uses LED profiles to create nighttime illuminations on media
façades. Illumesh® works with a system integrated illumination of the mesh. The backbone
is also created on GKD looms: special fixtures are woven into the mesh panel horizontally
at intervals of 50 to 400 cm and accommodate round profiles – the same profiles as used
in Mediamesh®. With Illumesh®, however, the opening in the profiles is directed inwards
towards the mesh. The angle at which the mesh is illuminated determines the size of the
illuminated area. A chain of insulated cables is woven into the edges of the mesh. After
installation on the building, this system supplies power and data to individual groups of
16 LED profiles. As with Mediamesh®, the corresponding control units are installed in the
ceilings of the building and are connected to a central server. 

Illumesh® – detailed view of profile

Illumesh® : media façade 
with integrated illumination.

Spiked metal sheet for protection against pigeons
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mesh media 
Top: T-Mobile Headquarter, Bonn/Germany
Bottom: LEDs – high-luminosity lighting solution

The medialization of architecture is conquering public space. The particular challenge
lies in the conservation of transparency while offering an economic solution. Charged with
images, messages or symphonies of color, media can give architecture a hybrid character.
On the one hand, the static effect of architecture is revoked; on the other hand, the 
spectator is invited to think. But the quality and effectiveness of media façades depend
ultimately on the successful tuning of the intricate interplay between communicative pur-
pose, design-technical implementation and energy efficiency. 

Apart from projection and back-projection – both of them techniques that only work at
night, which require the creation of special projection surfaces and the deployment of
extremely expensive projectors at precisely determined positions – billboards are the 
conventional procedure for the medialization of façades.

The rapid technological development of high-quality and high-luminosity semi-
conductors, light emitting diodes, or LEDs for short, has now cleared the way for the dis-
playing of large-scale media content on building façades. As a holistic, visionary lighting
solution, LEDs combine high luminosity with longer service life, smaller component size
and the possibility of controlling them easily via Internet from any PC. A conventional
lightbulb produces 3 lm/W; a halogen lamp 20 lm/W; an LED 60 lm/W. So an LED is twenty
times more efficient than a lightbulb. The smaller the distances between the image dots,
or pixels, the greater the resolution and the better the image quality.

The company ag4 has developed an alternative to conventional designs for electronic
façades: the principle of the transparent media façade. This approach is based on the
integration of LEDs into optically translucent, permanently installed carrier systems – com-
bined with a strategic communications concept specific to each individual building which
is realized in the form of an individually tuned display software. Another speciality lies in
the invisible technology that allows high-quality images to be displayed even in daylight
conditions.

Media:
using architecture 

to communicate messages.

It is often the aesthetics of the textile-like structure of GKD’s wire mesh – originally a purely
industrial material – which provides the initial impulse for the use in architecture and
design. Supple and reflective, full of rhythm and tension, opaque or almost totally trans-
parent depending on the light incidence: woven wire mesh for façades, partition screens
or walls has sensual qualities. This effect is further enhanced by the weavable width of
up to 8 m combined with practically unlimited length. Wire mesh follows any kind of
architecture – as a versatile and apparently seamless outer skin. 

It is the interplay of this creative potential with the outstanding functionality of the 
material that explains the success of GKD wire mesh. Whenever high-quality aesthetics
and demanding architectural requirements have to be brought into harmony stainless
steel wire mesh reveals its real strengths.

The flexible cables running the length of the woven panels are interwoven with robust
weft wires. This makes the mesh flexible and at the same time stable. Its enduring resis-
tance to weathering and corrosion, its fire-resistance, easy maintenance and recyclability
all qualify the material as a long-lasting protection against rain, wind and sun.
Additionally, used as safety balustrading or as a climatic membrane the metallic fabric
offers functional added value for intelligent facility management. Worldwide, the unique
appearance of GKD wire mesh characterizes the façades of high-rise buildings, stadiums,
museums, cultural centers, hotels, airports and – frequently – of car parks.

Top: Alpenland Wohnbaugenossenschaft, 
St. Pölten/Austria. Mesh type: PC-Omega 1530
Bottom: Estadio Santiago Bernabéu, Madrid/Spain.
Mesh type: Escale 7x1

Wire mesh:
intelligent synthesis of aesthetics

and function.
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Checklist for media façade.

For GKD and ag4, service means partnership from the start. This checklist will help you to
get an overview of the essential parameters for the planning of your media façade. 

What is the surface area of the planned media façade?

What is the minimum viewing distance from the façade?

What is the aim of the video display?

Which target group will the video display address?

How much attention can be expected from the target 

group (spontaneous duration of observation)?

What sort of video display/what content is required 

(adverts, information, brands, emotions)?

At what time of day is the media façade to be operated?

What is the building used for?

Which compass direction will the media façade face?

What is the available budget?

Top: media façades for fascinating entrances 

At www.mediafacade.com/mediamesh, you
will also find specific questionnaires relating to
your individual requirements which will make it
easier for you and us to work on your project.

Mediamesh® 

media
The construction of transparent media façades is a challenge in terms of creativity and
planning. Communicative goals, cost-effectiveness and efficiency must be defined regard-
ing content and technology before they are elaborated into a concept. For this reason,
planning starts with the meticulous definition of the frame parameters. Experts at GKD
and ag4 with years of experience are ready to advise you in the early stages of planning. 

With their profound experience in architecture, technology and media design, these 
proven experts will accompany you through all stages of development and work with you
to develop a customized concept for design and video display. On this basis, GKD will then
produce the precisely equipped wire mesh in the specific dimensions required for your
project. ag4 will create the authentic content and will provide expert handling of video
display operation and service. In this way, you will receive an integrated turnkey solution,
i.e. fully installed, internet connected, and display capable, all from a single source.

The way to a
transparent media façade.

Top: relationship of pixel density and resolution 

10 11

|11

Optical overlay of the two systems expands the media potentials

they unfold and are superimposed, creates a façade-space structure which is at the same time

real and virtual. This effect is mainly generated by the high optical permeability of the mesh and

the similar aesthetics of the building’s structure. This allows the medialised metallic veil to inte-

grate smoothly into the specific architecture, which thus never loses any of its own identity,

regardless of the size of the display area.

Skillful media design synchronises the zones with different resolutions into an artistically inte-

grated display. Video images melt into dynamically changing colour fields that seem to absorb

one concrete image only to bring forth new images. With a programming concept tailored to the

specific project, the synthesis of the two systems pervades the anonymity of public space by

filling the façade with carefully chosen, appropriate images, transforming it into an enduring

feature of emotional reference.

In contrast to conventional systems, a combination of the two mesh systems provides a platform

for dramatically accentuated transmission of 24-hour content. The transparency of the medialised

façade accomplishes much more than LED boards could ever do to elevate the architecture itself

to the function of communicative backdrop. The proven aesthetics and functionality of the stain-

less steel wire mesh as the carrier material add force to the argument for choosing this particular

form of media façade.
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Adequate viewing distance can be obtained from 20-
30 meters away. The transparent nature of the mesh 
allows for internal experiences to still connect with 
the outside, keeping the integrity of the design to 
form part of. The advantages of Media Mesh include: 
-diversity in size and means of application
-adds to sensory qualities of the building
-daylight display capabilities
-weather resistant
-low power use, maintenance and long life span

Discussion	with	 the	GKD	representative,	Catherine	
van	 Blerck,	 concluded	 that	 the	media	mesh	 along	
the curve facade must span vertically and the top 
and bottom brackets of the mesh be supported in a 
steel frame. (www.gkd.co.uk)

Gkd creativeWEAVE mesh facades
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